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Abstrat
This paper presents a novel method that al-
lows a mahine learning algorithm following
the transformation-based learning paradigm (Brill,
1995) to be applied to multiple lassiation tasks
by training jointly and simultaneously on all elds.
The motivation for onstruting suh a system stems
from the observation that many tasks in natural lan-
guage proessing are naturally omposed of multiple
subtasks whih need to be resolved simultaneously;
also tasks usually learned in isolation an possibly
benet from being learned in a joint framework, as
the signals for the extra tasks usually onstitute in-
dutive bias.
The proposed algorithm is evaluated in two exper-
iments: in one, the system is used to jointly predit
the part-of-speeh and text hunks/baseNP hunks
of an English orpus; and in the seond it is used to
learn the joint predition of word segment bound-
aries and part-of-speeh tagging for Chinese. The
results show that the simultaneous learning of mul-
tiple tasks does ahieve an improvement in eah task
upon training the same tasks sequentially. The part-
of-speeh tagging result of 96.63% is state-of-the-art
for individual systems on the partiular train/test
split.
1 Introdution
Transformation-based learning (TBL) (Brill, 1995)
is one of the most suessful rule-based mahine
learning algorithms. It is a exible and powerful
method whih is easily extended to various tasks and
domains, and it has been applied to a wide variety of
NLP tasks, inluding part of speeh tagging (Brill,
1995), parsing (Brill, 1996) and phrase hunking
(Ramshaw and Marus, 1994; Florian et al., 2000).
It ahieves state-of-the-art performane on several
tasks, and has been shown to be fairly resistant to
overtraining (Ramshaw and Marus, 1994).
The proessing of natural language text is usually
done through a pipeline of well dened tasks, eah
extrating spei information. For instane, one
possible sequene of ations performed ould be:
1. Tokenize the text;
2. Assoiate part-of-speeh tags with eah word;
3. Parse eah sentene;
4. Identify and label named entities;
5. Resolve anaphora.
In the above senario, eah task is well-dened in
itself and is often performed independently and in a
spei order. There are NLP tasks, however, whih
onsist of losely-related sub-tasks, where the order
and independene is hard to determine  for ex-
ample, the task of part-of-speeh (POS) tagging in
highly inetive languages suh as Czeh. A POS
tag in Czeh onsists of several sub-tags, inluding
the main part-of-speeh (e.g. noun, verb), a de-
tailed part-of-speeh (e.g. past tense verb, genitive
noun, et), gender, ase, number and some other
11 sub-tags. Allowing a system to learn the sub-
tasks jointly is beneial in this ase, as it eliminates
the need to dene a learning order, and it allows
the true dependenies between the sub-tasks to be
modeled, while not imposing artiial dependenies
among them.
The multi-task lassiation approah we are pre-
senting in this paper is very similar to the one
proposed by Caruana et al. (1997). Instead of
using neural network learning, we are modifying
the transformation-based learning to able to per-
form multiple-task lassiation. The new frame-
work is tested by performing joint POS tagging
and base noun-phrase (baseNP) hunking on the
Penn Treebank Wall Street Journal orpus (Marus
et al., 1993), and simultaneous word segmentation
and POS tagging on the Chinese Treebank's (Xia et
al., 2000). In both experiments the jointly trained
system outperforms the sequentially-trained system
ombination.
The remainder of the paper is organized as fol-
lows: Setion 2 briey presents previous approahes
to multi-task lassiation; Setion 3 desribes the
general TBL framework and the proposed modia-
tions to it; Setion 4 desribes the experiments and
the results; Setion 5 does a qualitative analysis of
the behavior of the system, and Setion 6 onludes
the paper.
2 Previous Work
Multitask Learning
(Caruana et al., 1997) analyzes in depth the multi-
task learning (MTL) paradigm, where individual re-
lated tasks are trained together by sharing a om-
mon representation of knowledge, and shows that
suh a strategy obtains better results than a single-
task learning strategy. The algorithm of hoie
there is a bakpropagation neural network, and
the paradigm is tested on several mahine learning
tasks, inluding 1D-ALVINN (road-following prob-
lem), 1D-DOORS (loate doorknobs to reognize
door types) and pneumonia predition. It also on-
tains an exellent disussion on how and why the
MTL paradigm is superior to single-task learning.
Combining Classiations
A straightforward way of addressing a multiple las-
siation problem is to reate a new label for eah
observed ombination of the original sub-tags; Ha-
ji and Hladká (1998) desribes suh an approah
for performing POS tagging in Czeh. While it has
the advantage of not modifying the struture of the
original algorithm, it does have some drawbaks:
• By inreasing the range of possible lassia-
tions, eah individual tag label will have fewer
samples assoiated with it, resulting in data
sparseness. For example, in Czeh, glueing to-
gether the subtags results in 1291 part-of-speeh
tags, a onsiderably larger number than in num-
ber of POS tags in English  55. It is arguable
that one would need one order or magnitude
more Czeh data than English data to estimate
similarly well the same model parameters.
• No new lass labels will be generated, even if it
should be possible to assign a label onsisting of
sub-parts that were observed in the training set,
but whose ombination wasn't atually seen.
N-Best Resoring
Another trend in a 2-task lassiation is to use a
single-task lassier for the rst task to output n-
best lists and then use a lassier trained on the joint
tasks to selet the best andidate that maximizes the
joint likelihood. Xun et al. (2000) performs a joint
POS tagging / baseNP lassiation by using a sta-
tistial POS tagger to generate n-best lists of POS
tags, and then a Viterbi algorithm to determine the
best andidate that maximizes the joint probabil-
ity of POS tag/ baseNP hunk. Chang and Chen
(1993) uses a similar tehnique to perform word-
segmentation and POS tagging in Chinese texts. In
both approahes, the joint searh obtains better re-
sults than the ones obtained when the searh was
performed independently.
3 Multi-task Training with
Transformation-Based Learning
The multi-dimensional training method presented in
this paper learns multiple related tasks in parallel,
by using the domain spei signals present in eah
training stream. The tasks share a ommon repre-
sentation, and rules are allowed to orret any of
the errors present in the streams, without imposing
ordering restritions on the type of the individual
errors (i.e. learn POS tagging before baseNP hunk-
ing).
Transformation-based learning (TBL) is well-
suited to perform in suh a framework:
• Partial lassiations are easily aommodated
in the TBL paradigm, as features of the samples
(e.g. word, gender, number);
• The system an learn rules that orret one
sub-lassiation, then use the orreted sub-
lassiation to orret the other lassiations,
in a seemingly interspersed fashion, as ditated
by the data;
• The objetive funtion used in TBL usually is
the evaluation measure of the task (e.g. num-
ber of errors, F-Measure). This allows the al-
gorithm to work diretly toward optimizing its
evaluation funtion.
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3.1 The Standard TBL Algorithm
The entral idea behind transformation-based learn-
ing is to indue an ordered list of rules whih progres-
sively improve upon the urrent state of the training
set. An initial assignment is made based on simple
statistis, and rules are then greedily learned to or-
ret the existing mistakes until no net improvement
an be made.
The use of a transformation-based system assumes
the existene of the following:
• An initial state generator;
• A set of allowable transform types, or tem-
plates;
• An objetive funtion for learning  typially
the evaluation funtion.
Before learning begins, the training orpus is passed
through the initial state generator whih assigns to
eah instane some initial lassiation. The learner
then iteratively learns an ordered sequene of rules:
1. For eah possible transformation, or rule, r that
an be applied to the orpus:
1
This distinguishes TBL as a error-driven approah from
other feature-based methods suh as maximum entropy whih
adjust parameters to maximize the likelihood of the data;
the latter may not be perfetly orrelated with the lassier
performane.
(a) Apply the rule to a opy of the urrent state
of the orpus,
(b) Sore the resulting orpus with the obje-
tive funtion; ompute the sore assoiated
with the applied rule (f (r)) (usually the
dierene in performane)
2. If no rule with a positive objetive funtion
sore exists, learning is nished. Stop.
3. Selet the rule with the best sore; append it to
the list of learned rules;
4. Apply the rule to the urrent state of the orpus.
5. Repeat from Step 1.
At evaluation time, the test data is rst initialized by
passing it through the initial state generator. The
rules are then applied to the data in the order in
whih they were learned. The nal state of the test
data after all the rules have been applied onstitutes
the output of the system.
3.2 Multi-task Rule Evaluation Funtion
The algorithm for the multidimensional
transformation-based learner (mTBL) an be
derived easily from the standard algorithm. The
only hange needed is modifying the objetive
funtion to take into aount the urrent state of
all the subtags (the lassiations of the various
sub-tasks):
f (r) =
∑
s sample
n∑
i=1
wi · (Si (r (s))− Si (s))
where
• r is a rule
• r (s) is the result of applying rule r to sample s
• n is the number of tasks
• Si (s) is the sore on sub-lassiation i of sam-
ple s (1 if is orret and 0 otherwise).
• wi represent weights that an be assigned to
tasks to impose priorities for spei sub-tasks.
In the experiments, all the weights were set to
1.
4 Experiments
For our experiments, we adapted the fast version of
TBL desribed in (Ngai and Florian, 2001) for mul-
tidimensional lassiation. All the systems om-
pared in the following experiments are TBL-based
systems; the dierene we are interested in is the
performane of a sequential training of systems ver-
sus the the performane of the system that learns
the tasks jointly.
Word POS tag Text Chunk Tag
A.P. NNP B-NP
Green NNP I-NP
urrently RB B-ADVP
has VBZ B-VP
2,664,098 CD B-NP
shares NNS I-NP
outstanding JJ B-ADJP
. . O
Table 2: Example Sentene from the orpus.
4.1 English POS tagging and Base Noun
Phrase/Text Chunking
The rst experiment performed was to learn to
jointly perform POS tagging and text/baseNP
hunking on an English orpus. This setion will
give an overview of the task and detail the experi-
mental results.
4.1.1 Part-of-Speeh Tagging
Part-of-speeh (POS) tagging is one of the most ba-
si tasks in natural language proessing. It involves
labeling eah word in a sentene with a tag indiat-
ing its part-of-speeh funtion (suh as noun, verb
or adjetive). It is an important preursor to many
higher-level NLP tasks (e.g. parsing, word sense dis-
ambiguation, et).
There has been muh researh done in POS tag-
ging. Among the more notable eorts were Brill's
transformation-based tagger (Brill, 1995), Ratna-
parkhi's Maximum Entropy tagger (Ratnaparkhi,
1996), and the TnT tagger (Brants, 2000), whih
features an ngram approah. State-of-the-art perfor-
mane on POS tagging in English for individual sys-
tems is around 96.5%-96.7% auray on the Penn
Treebank Wall Street Journal orpus.
4.1.2 Text and Base Noun Phrase
Chunking
Text hunking and base noun phrase (baseNP)
hunking are both subproblems of syntati parsing.
Unlike syntati parsing, where the goal is to reon-
strut the omplete phrasal struture of a sentene,
hunking divides the sentene into non-overlapping,
at phrases. For baseNP hunking, the identied
phrases are the non-reursive noun phrases; in text
hunking, the identied phrases are the basi phrasal
strutures in the sentene (e.g. verb phrase, noun
phrase, adverbial phrase, et)  words are onsid-
ered to belong to a hunk given by the lowest on-
stituent in the parse tree that dominates it.
Even though the identied strutures are muh
less omplex than that in syntati parsing, text
hunks are useful in many situations where some
knowledge of the syntati relations are useful, as
they onstitute a simplied version of shallow pars-
ing.
System POS Auray BaseNP Chunking Text Chunking
Auray Fβ=1 Auray Fβ=1
Sequential POS, Base NP 96.45 % 97.41 % 92.49 - -
Joint POS / Base NP 96.55 % 97.65 % 92.73 - -
Sequential POS, Text Chunking 96.45 % 96.97 % 92.92 95.45 % 92.65
Joint POS / Text Chunking 96.63 % 97.22 % 93.29 95.82 % 93.12
Table 1: Part-of-Speeh Tagging and Text Chunking
The established measure in evaluating perfor-
mane in these tasks is the F-measure, whih is
based on preision and reall:
Fβ = 2 ·
β2P · R
β2P +R
where
P = # orretly found hunks# found hunks
R = # orretly found hunks# true hunks
Ramshaw & Marus (1999) were the rst to on-
sider baseNP hunking as a lassiation task; the
same approah an be applied to text hunking. Be-
ause the struture is not reursive, any possible pat-
tern an be desribed by assigning to eah word a
tag orresponding to whether the word starts, is in-
side or is outside of a noun phrase (B, I or O).
Ramshaw & Marus trained their system on Se-
tions 15-18 of the Penn Treebank Wall Street Jour-
nal Corpus (Marus et al., 1993), and ahieved an F-
Measure performane of 92.0%. Other notable (and
omparable) eorts inlude Munoz et al. (1999),
who used a Winnow-based system to ahieve an F-
Measure of 92.7, and Tjong Kim Sang (2000) who
used a ombination of 4 dierent systems to ahieve
an F-Measure of 93.2.
There has also been interest in text hunking in
reent years. Similar to the base noun phrase task,
eah word is assigned a tag orresponding to the
lowest onstituent in the parse tree that dominates
it (e.g. NP, VP, PP, ADVP). In addition, a hunk
tag has a prex that speies whether the word is
the rst one in its hunk, or somewhere in the middle
(B and I). Table 2 shows an example sentene
with POS and text hunk tags.
Text hunking was featured as the shared task at
CoNLL 2000 (Tjong Kim Sang and Buhholz, 2000);
the training set onsisted of the setions 15-18 of
the Penn Treebank, and as test the setion 20 of the
same orpus was seleted. The task attrated several
partiipants; the best individual system ahieved an
F-Measure performane of 92.12, and ombination
systems obtained up to 93.48 F-measure.
For the sake of failitating omparisons with pre-
viously published results, this paper will report re-
sults on both text and base noun phrase hunking.
Even if the base noun phrase is a subtask of text
hunking, the slightly diering onventions used for
pulling the strutures out from the Treebank it is
not redundant to present both experiments.
4.1.3 Experimental Results
The orpus used in these experiments is the Penn
Treebank Wall Street Journal orpus. The training
data onsists of setions 02-21 and the test data on-
sists of setion 00.
As an initial state, eah word is assigned the POS
tag that it was most often assoiated with in the
training set and the hunk tag that was most of-
ten assoiated with the initial POS tag. The rules
templates are allowed to onsult the word, POS
tag and hunk tag of the urrent word and up to
three words/POS tags/hunk tags to either side of
it. Some of the rule templates modify the hunk tags
and other ones modify the POS tag.
Table 1 presents the results of the 4 experiments.
Interestingly enough, extrating the base NP stru-
tures by performing text hunking obtains better F-
measure, but the dierene ould be an artifat of
the two annotation shemes not agreeing on what
onstitutes a noun phrase
2
.
It an be seen that training the systems jointly re-
sults in better performane, espeially for the hunk-
ing tasks. An analysis of the algorithm's behavior
is given in Setion 5. When trained jointly on the
text hunking task, the POS tagger obtains an au-
ray of 96.63%, whih is among the state-of-the-art
results for individual systems.
4.2 Chinese Word Segmentation and POS
Tagging
4.2.1 Problem desription
Word segmentation is a problem whih is unique to
some Asian languages suh as Chinese and Japanese.
Unlike most Indo-European languages, these lan-
guages are not written with any spaes or haraters
whih indiate the boundaries between words. Sine
most existent NLP tehniques are based on proess-
ing words (rather than streams of haraters), word
segmentation is a rather neessary task  it at-
tempts to word-delimit a text by inserting spaes
between haraters where a pre-dened word bound-
ary exists.
2
We tried, as muh as possible, to report numbers that are
omparable with other published numbers, rather than ensur-
ing that the results are onsistent among text and baseNP
hunking.
[ ]][ ][ ] ][ ][[
IB I
VV NT NN NN NN NNNR NR NR VV
B I B I
NT
B I
NN
B I
NN
B I I
NN
Figure 1: Chinese Sentene Segmentation and POS Tagging
(Translation: The United Nations makes a predition on next year's world eonomy growth rate.)
One major diulty of performing Chinese word
segmentation stems from the ambiguity of the task.
The onept of a word is not learly dened: exper-
iments involving native speakers show an agreement
rate of only around 75% (Sproat et al., 1996; Wu
and Fung, 1994).
Sine the harater segments (words) obtained
from segmentation are non-overlapping, the task an
be viewed as a lassiation task in the same way as
baseNP hunking an. Eah harater is tagged with
a tag that marks it as either beginning a word (B)
or inside the word (I).
One the words in a sentene have been identied,
part-of-speeh tags an be assigned to words in the
same fashion as in English. The Chinese Treebank
(Xia et al., 2000) assigns a total of 33 POS tags. Fig-
ure 1 shows an example sentene from the Chinese
Treebank that has been annotated with both word
segment and POS tags.
Chinese word segmentation and part-of-speeh
tagging has been extensively explored in the lit-
erature, and ditionary-based methods an usually
ahieve extremely high auraies on the task. How-
ever, the inherent ambiguity of the problem makes
system omparison very diult. The usual method
of evaluating a segmented word as orret as long
as it is not unaeptably wrong also does not make
it easy to objetively ompare performanes aross
systems.
Among the mahine learning algorithms whih
have been applied to Chinese word segmentation,
Palmer (1997) and Hokenmeier and Brew (1998)
used transformation-based learning to takle the
problem. Their approah was to view an example as
being the spae between two haraters. The rules
learned would then insert, delete and move bound-
ary indiators to obtain the desired words. Hoken-
meier & Brew ahieved an F-Measure performane
of 87.8 after training on a orpus of 100,000 words,
and Palmer's system ahieved an F-Measure of 87.7
on a orpus of 60,000 words.
3
4.2.2 Experimental Results
The orpus used in our experiment is the Chinese
Treebank. 80% (3363 sentenes, 141702 words) were
randomly seleted as training set and the remaining
3
Beause of the dierent orpora used in training and test-
ing, the results are not diretly omparable.
20% of the sentenes (820 sentenes, 19392 words)
were held out as test set. Sine this orpus was re-
leased very reently, we believe that this are the rst
published results on the Chinese Treebank.
In the initial state, eah Chinese harater was as-
signed the word segment and POS tag that it was
most often assoiated with in the training set. The
rule prediates are based on onjuntions on the in-
formation (harater, POS tag, segmentation tag)
for the 3 haraters on either side of the harater
to be hanged.
To evaluate the performane of our system on
word segmentation, the annotations in the Chinese
Treebank were onsidered to be the gold standard
 i.e. a segmented word is inorret if it disagrees
with the Treebank.
Sine we are training the system to perform part-
of-speeh tagging together with word segmentation,
and labeling part-of-speeh tags per harater basis,
there is a possibility that the system may assign dif-
ferent labels to individual haraters inside the same
word. In suh a situation, a word is assigned the
part-of-speeh tag that was assigned to the majority
of the haraters it ontains.
Table 3 presents the results of the experiments.
mTBL ahieves a respetable performane on word
segmentation, and when ompared to a sequen-
tial system of segmenting and then tagging words,
mTBL outperforms the sequential system signi-
antly for POS tagging.
5 Analysis
In the previous setion, we presented the results
of several experiments, in whih training simulta-
neously on multiple tasks onsistently outperformed
than the sequential training on one task at a time.
In this setion, we will analyze some of the advan-
tages of the joint system, onsidering the POS tag-
ging/text hunking experiment as ase study.
Sentene hunks oer the POS tagger a way to
generalize the ontexts; this is due to a limitation
of the template types. Our hoie of prediate tem-
plates is a onjuntion of feature identities (e.g. if
the previous POS tag is TO) and/or an atomi
prediate that an examine one of the previous k
words (e.g. if one of the previous 3 tags if MD).
Extending the template struture to inlude disjun-
System
Word Segmentation
(F-measure)
POS Auray
Joint Text Segmentation/POS tagging 93.55 88.86 %
Text Segmentation, then POS tagging 93.48 88.13 %
Table 3: Chinese Text Proessing: Text Segmentation and POS Tagging
Condition Change To Condition Change To
POS0=VBD Chunk0=I-VP VBN
POS0=VBD POS[−3...−1]=VBZ
POS0=VBD POS−1=VBD
POS0=VBD POS[−3...−1]=VBP
VBN
VBN
VBN
Jointly trained system POS only
Figure 2: Example of Learned Rules
tion would reate a very highly dimensional searh
spae, making the problem intratable. However,
introduing the sentene hunk tags an alleviate
this problem; in Figure 2, we have shown the rules
learned by the 2 systems to resolve the disambigua-
tion between the POS tags VBD (past tense) and
VBN (past partiiple). Most verbs in English dis-
play the same form while used as past tense or past
partiiple (all regular ones, plus some of the irregu-
lar ones), but their grammatial use of the 2 forms is
ompletely dierent: past tenses usually reate pred-
iates by themselves (e.g he drank water), while
the part partiiples are part of a omplex predi-
ate (I have been present, he was ited) or are
used as adjetives (e.g. the used book). Figure
2shows that the jointly trained system an make the
distintion using just one rule, by deiding that if
the urrent verb is inside of a verb phrase, then the
form should be the past partiiple. The TBL sys-
tem that was trained only on the POS task breaks
this rule into several partiular ases, whih are not
learned ontiguously (some other rules were learned
in-between). Using more general rules is desirable,
as it will not split the data as muh as a more par-
tiular rule would do. In the end, the jointly trained
system made 30 less POS errors on samples labeled
VBN or VBD on whih the displayed rules applied
(there are 2026 samples labeled VBN or VBD in the
test orpus).
A seond reason for the better behavior of the
jointly trained system is that, for the POS ase,
the systems' performane is approahing the inter-
annotator agreement, and therefore further improve-
ment is diult
4
. By training the system jointly, the
system an hoose to model the problemati ases
(the ones that are truly ambiguous or the ones on
whih the annotators disagree onsistently) in suh
a way that the seond task is improved.
One advantage the multi-task system has om-
pared with the independently trained system is the
4
There are areas in whih the systems an be improved;
the lassiation for words unseen in the training data is one
of them.
onsisteny between the quality of data reeived at
training time and the one reeived at test time. In
the ase of the sequential approah, the POS as-
signment is muh more aurate during the train-
ing proess (being the output of the POS system
on the training data - 98.54%) than during testing
(96.45%), while for the jointly trained system, the in-
put has the same auray during testing and train-
ing
5
. Also, by starting from a less aurate initial
point, the joint system is able to lter out some of
the noise, resulting in a more robust lassiation.
To examine this aspet in more detail, let us
onsider the initial onditional probability (as as-
signed in the initialization phase) of a hunk tag c
given a word w during testing Pt (c|w) and training
PT (c|w). A measure of disagreement between the
probability distributions during training and testing
is the Kullbah-Leibler distane
D (Pt (·|w) , PT (·|w)) =
∑
c
Pt (c|w) · log
Pt (c|w)
PT (c|w)
Figure 3 presents a deomposition of the perfor-
mane of the two systems, based on partition of
words into 4 lasses based on probability distribution
divergene between the initial train and test data
probability distribution. The jointly trained system
signiantly outperforms the individually trained
hunker on the lass with the highest divergene 
the one that mathes the least the training data,
proving that, indeed, the mTBL system is more ro-
bust.
6 Conlusion
In this paper, we have presented a novel method
of using a transformation-based learner to train
on and output multi-task lassiations. The si-
multaneous multiple lassiation allows the sys-
tem to learn from the signals presented in the
training streams, and learned rules an hoose to
orret any of the streams, as ditated by the
5
Assuming, of ourse, that the test and train data have
been drawn from the same distribution.
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Figure 3: Performane Comparison
data. Our experiments show that, in both English
part-of-speeh tagging/text hunking and Chinese
word segmentation/part-of-speeh tagging, the per-
formane of the jointly trained system outperformed
eah individually trained system. In the ase of
POS tagging for English, the resulting performane
(96.63%) is very lose to state-of-the-art, as reported
by (Ratnaparkhi, 1996; Brants, 2000); the dier-
ene in performane against the sequential training
method is statistially signiant for most tasks (ex-
ept for Chinese text segmentation), as veried by a
t-test.
Future diretions of researh inlude applying the
method to part-of-speeh tag inetive languages,
and extend the experiment desribed in Setion 4.2
by inorporating text hunking. Also, an interesting
researh question related to TBL onerns the main
design issue in TBL: way the rule templates are ho-
sen
6
. The authors plan to investigate automated,
prinipled ways to selet the most appropriate rule
templates for a given task.
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